
No-makeup	makeup	is	the	beauty	buzz.	Here’s	how	to	make

the	trend	work	for	you.

BEAUTY

A t the spring fashion shows this year, the look was all about flawless skin and that
lit-from-within glow. At the Ralph Lauren 2015 show, models sported barely-there
blush and lips in pink-coral hues, while the girls at Marc Jacobs walked the

runway with moisturizer, a bit of concealer—and nothing else!
But the no-makeup look can be difficult to pull off, especially if you’re not a twenty-

year-old model. Even natural beauty Uma Thurman, who recently made a statement at the
red-carpet premiere for The
Slap,
provoked controversy with her intentionally barely-there
makeup—feathered brows, natural lashes, and a bold red lip.

For me, this trend is about toning things down without going fully nude—otherwise I

go
nude



look like a corpse. Ultimately, makeup is about being true to yourself, and I know I can’t
pull off a completely nude look! It’s never a bad idea to try a new trend, but it’s important
to find something that works for you. Makeup should always make you feel confident and
powerful.

I’m sharing some tips and tricks from my makeup artist, Julie Morgan, if you want to try
out the trend—plus some of her favorite beauty picks for spring. But remember: If you look
at yourself in the mirror and don’t like the way you look, or if you don’t feel comfortable, it’s
not worth doing. 

MAKEUP ARTIST JULIE MORGAN HELPS ME PULL OFF MY VERSION OF THE NUDE LOOK. 

GET THE NO-MAKEUP MAKEUP LOOK

Hydration is key.
We don’t all wake up with that lit-from-within glow—I know I don’t—so the first step in
getting that no-makeup look is to make sure your skin is well moisturized. As we get older,
our skin gets drier, and when I’m traveling, I know everything feels even more parched than
usual, especially around my eyes. 

Warm your skin. 
A tinted moisturizer that’s a little bit darker than your skin is a great way to add color and



coverage without caking on a ton of makeup. Use concealer sparingly, just to touch up
any redness through the T-zone, a bit under the eyes, and to hide any blemishes. 

Nude doesn’t mean beige!
Instead try subtle pinks and peaches on your lips and cheeks. Julie’s favorite picks are
shiny, sheer rose hues for lips, and soft, cream-based blushes that keep your skin from
looking overpowdered.  

Brown is the new black.
For your eyes, consider brown eyeliner and mascara instead of black. This will give you a
more neutral, natural look, without going completely bare. If you want to add a bit of
sparkle to your eyes, dab a bit of highlighter on the inner corner of your eyes.

Don’t forget your brows!
Full brows look great with the nude look. Check out Julie’s step-by-step brow how-to
here.

In	Julie's	Bag

1 
Nars Contour Blush in Paloma is the most
versatile for all skin tones and the product I use
most.

https://www.giadaweekly.com/view/59d1c108c8862987321a0f92e325456b
http://www.narscosmetics.com/USA/olympia-contour-blush/0607845051800.html


2 
L’Oréal’s Visible Lift Blur Blush is a liquid blush
for sheer color that blends easily into your skin. 

3 
Charlotte Tilbury’s Magic Cream is great for
dry, dehydrated skin. Vitamin E, rose hip oil,
and camellia oil add radiance and it has SPF
built in.

http://www.lorealparisusa.com/en/products/makeup/face/blush/visible-lift-blur-blush.aspx
http://www.charlottetilbury.com/us/charlottes-magic-cream-us.html


4 
Marula oil is like argon oil, but with smaller
molecules that absorb more easily into your
skin. It’s loaded with antioxidants and omega
fatty acids, and it’s antibacterial and
antimicrobial, too    

5 
Cargo’s OneBase does double duty as a
lightweight foundation and concealer. 

http://www.sephora.com/pure-marula-facial-oil-P377356
http://www.cargocosmetics.com/face/concealer/onebase.html


6 
I like adding a small pump of Kevyn Aucoin’s
The Celestial Skin Liquid Lighting into
foundation, moisturizer, or concealer to create
radiant skin.

7 
Jouer Cosmetics Luminizing Liquid Highlighter
is perfect for little areas that need extra
brightness.  

http://kevynaucoin.com/the-celestial-skin-liquid-lighting
https://jouercosmetics.com/shop-products/face/luminizing-liquid-highlighter


8 
For a natural, pearly pink lip, I love
Chantecaille’s Hydra Chic Lipstick in Arctic
Rose.

9 
Pink is pretty on your eyelids, too. Try Revlon
Colorstay Shadowlinks in Candy. 

http://www.chantecaille.com/hydra-chic-lipstick.html
http://www.revlon.com/products/eyes/eye-shadow/new-revlon-colorstay-shadowlinks


10 
Maybelline The Nudes Palette has 12 shades
of nude shadows to choose from.

Follow Julie a.k.a. @foxyfleet on Twitter and Instagram.■

http://www.maybelline.com/TheNudes-Product
https://twitter.com/foxyfleet
https://instagram.com/foxyfleet/
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